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Traditionally, international business (IB) texts survey the field
from a USA perspective, going on to compare the USA to the
rest of the business world. This text addresses IB from a
purely multinational perspective. International Business is
examined from the USA angle, going on to address IB issues
from other countries’ perspectives, what we call the
“Reverse Perspective.” The authors interview business
executives and politicians from a number of countries
including the USA, Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Colombia,
Argentina, India, Hong Kong, Taiwan, China, Japan, South
Korea, Germany, Italy, and Russia. These interviews are
incorporated at appropriate points in the text providing firsthand information and practical insight. Cases include: Air
Arabia, Gap, Diebold Inc, Matsushita, AMSUPP, NIKE, China
Eastern Airlines, Luton & Dunstable Hospital, Harley
Davidson, Cassis de Dijon, Green investments in Belize,
Chicago Food and Beverage Company, Advanced Software
Analytics
This is an ideal foundation text for anyone studying or
working in the International Human Resource Management
(IHRM) arena. This text utilizes and incorporates most of what
is currently known, researched or experienced in the field. It
features data and examples from academic research,
international businesses and consulting firms, as well as
experiences of and interviews with HRM managers in
multinational and global firms. This book offers both a
theoretical and practical treatment of this important and
constantly evolving area. Thoroughly updated and revised,
this second edition now includes key terms, learning
objectives, discussion questions and an end-of-book
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integrative case. It has been designed to lead readers
through all of the key topics in a highly engaging and
approachable way. This book focuses on IHRM within multinational enterprises (MNEs) and covers topics including: *
MNE and country culture * organizational structure, strategy
and design * international joint ventures and cross-border
mergers and acquisitions * labour standards, ethics and
codes of conduct * selection and mangement of international
assignees * training and management development *
compensation and benefits * health and safety and crisis
management * IHRM departments and professionals
Uncovering precisely why IHRM is important for success in
international business and how IHRM policies and practices
function within the multinational enterprise, this outstanding
textbook provides an essential foundation for an
understanding of the theory and practice of IHRM. This book
is essential reading for all students, lecturers and IHRM
professionals.
Global Business Today is the proven choice for any
international business course. It brings together the insights
of now a team of practitioners, scholars, and award-winning
instructors to present a contemporary and realistic
perspective of this multi-faceted field. For the 9th edition, G.
Tomas M. Hult from Michigan State University has joined
Charles Hill to deliver a program that is: Current—it is
comprehensive and up-to-date. Application Rich—it goes
beyond an uncritical presentation and shallow explanation of
the body of knowledge. Relevant—it focuses on managerial
implications. Integrated—its tight flow between chapters is fully
integrated with proven adaptive technology. Global Business
Today—The market-leading program of international business.
"Unlike any other MIS text, Business Driven Technology, 9e,
discusses various business initiatives first and how
technology supports those initiatives second. The premise for
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this unique approach is that business initiatives should drive
technology choices. Every discussion in the text first
addresses the business needs and then addresses the
technology that supports those needs"-Sales Force Management
Global Business Today
International Management: Culture, Strategy and Behavior W/
OLC Card MP
Project Management: The Managerial Process
Policy and Practice for the Global Enterprise

Appleyard, Field, and Cobb s International
Economics, 6th Edition is an International
Economics textbook that offers a consistent level of
analysis and treatment of the two main subdivisions
of international economics̶international trade
theory and policy and international monetary theory
and policy. Comprehensive and clear, the text helps
students move beyond recognition toward an
understanding of current and future international
events. As with each prior edition, the authors
provide current and timely information on the wide
variety of international economic phenomena in the
6th Edition. New boxed items were added to cover
emerging issues in the global economy. Chapter
material was updated to include recent
developments in U.S. trade policy, major changes in
the European Union, progress in the transition from
command to market economies, and special issues
related to developing nations. These improvements
are designed to help readers both understand and
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appreciate the growing importance of the global
economy in their lives.
Written in Dr. Wong s vivid and interesting style,
and furnished with real-life examples from Canada,
this book helps marketers to generate greater
customer value by making good use of market
segmentation, product differentiation, and customer
retention strategies. Advance Praise for CRM in
Action This book helped me a lot in figuring out
how to attract the right customers who can see real
value in our healthcare services and retain them. It
is a lot of planning and thinking behind this
seemingly simple task, and this book guides you all
the way with simple language and a lot of
illustrative examples. ̶Ekaterina Leonova,
Sweden Readers will gather from Dr Wong s
experience after reading the book because he
reveals common traps and pitfalls, and gives advice
on self-check questions on how to overcome them
or bypass them altogether. This book should give
you an excellent start in your CRM initiative.
̶Hoo Chee Wai, Singapore
The eighth edition of International Management:
Culture, Strategy, and Behavior incorporates
important new and emerging developments
affecting international managers. The text is
designed to help students understand how to
effectively adjust, adapt, and navigate the changing
business landscape they will face on a day-to-day
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basic. Luthans and Doh continue to take a balanced
approach to the theory of international management
while also making the book even more user-friendly
and practical.
This book focuses on understanding and managing
organizational behavior in an international context,
considering the conceptual framework of culture
and offering practical advice for navigating cultures
in the workplace. Readers will gain new tools to
interpret behavior, helping them to manage
international challenges effectively. The authors
outline the critical management and adaptation
skills necessary to develop within a globalized
organization, teaching the reader how to recruit,
coordinate, and evaluate an international team.
Updated "Culture Clash" and "Global Innovations"
boxes provide important insights into identifying a
core set of values to "customize" management
techniques across cultures, focusing particularly on
growing countries like India and China. The new
edition features a more streamlined chapter
structure, updated discussion questions, and new
end-of-chapter cases with self-scoring quizzes for
further development. International Organizational
Behavior will prove a valuable resource for any
student of organizational behavior, international
management, and international business. A
companion website provides additional support for
instructors, featuring an instructor s manual, test
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bank, and PowerPoint slides.
Leadership, Innovation, Technology
Managerial Economics and Business Strategy
Maximizing Value Through Market Segmentation,
Product Differentiation & Customer Retention
International Economics
Case Studies in Finance
This book aims to increase the
understanding of global business issues
and helps to develop a global business
mindset for managers of small, medium
and large companies.
As a discipline of academy inquiry,
International Management applies
management concepts and techniques to
their contexts in firms working in
multinational, multicultural
environments. Hodgetts’Luthans:
International Management was the first
mainstream International Management
text in the market. Its 6th edition
continues to set the standard for
International Management texts with its
research-based content and its balance
between culture, strategy, and
behavior. International Management
stresses the balanced approach and the
synergy/connection between the text’s
four parts: Environment (3 chapters):
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Culture (4 chapters), Strategy and
Functions (4 chapters) and
Organizational Behavior /Human Resource
Management (4 chapters).
Lists and describes the various types
of general business reference sources
and sources having to do with specific
management functions and fields
Project Management, 8e provides a
holistic and realistic approach to
Project Management that combines the
human aspect and culture of an
organization with the tools and methods
used It covers concepts and skills used
to propose, plan secure resources,
budget and lead project teams to
successful completion of projects. this
text is not only on how the management
process works, but also, and more
importantly, on why it works. It’s not
intended to specialize by industry type
or project scope, rather it is written
for the individual who will be required
to manage a variety of projects in a
variety of organizational settings. 8e
was written for a broad range of
audiences including, project managers,
students, analysts and Project
Management Institute Members preparing
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for certification exams. The digital
component, Connect, now has enhanced
algorithmic problems, Application Based
Activities, SmartBook 2.0 and Practice
Operations, a game-based 3D operations
management simulation.
International Organizational Behavior
Approved Marketing Plans for New
Products and Services
Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and
Applications
Marketing in Culturally Distant
Countries
Business Environment
While skeptics once saw the concept of
business ethics as an oxymoron, modern
businesses are proving them wrong.
Success depends not only on educating
young professionals about ethical
practices, but on the implementation of
these practices in all aspects of a
company. The Handbook of Research on
Business Ethics and Corporate
Responsibilities explores the
fundamental concepts that keep
companies successful in the era of
globalization and the internet.
Investigating the implementation of
best practices and how ethics can be
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taught to the next generation of
business experts, this handbook is an
essential reference source for
students, academics, business managers,
or anyone interested in the
increasingly interdisciplinary field of
business ethics and its applications in
the world today.
"This book is an examination of the
inattention of business schools to
moral education, addressing lessons
learned from the most recent business
corruption scandals and financial
crises, and also questioning what we're
teaching now and what should be
considering in educating future
business leaders to cope with the
challenges of leading with integrity in
the global environment"--Provided by
publisher.
This concise text focuses squarely on
the issues facing marketers in an
increasingly global world. It
identifies several trends, linking them
together, and positioning them as
marketing practices that companies
implement as a way of responding to the
major consequences of globalization.
The book also includes case studies to
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illustrate new practices and allow
students to discuss issues of market
selection, entry modes, segmentation,
targeting, and positioning, as well as
product, price, distribution,
promotion, and corporate communication
policies in a globalized world.
Durand’s unique approach moves beyond
marketing management and strategy
issues and provides students with the
broader context to understand the
marketing practices they’ll use in the
real world. This book will prove to be
an essential resource for any student
of marketing and international business
working to stay ahead in an
increasingly competitive and global
industry.
Global Business Today has been
developed specifically to meet the
needs of international students of
business. Written in a refreshing,
informative, and accessible style, it
has become the most widely used text in
the International Business market with
its comprehensive and up-to-date
contents; focus on managerial
implications and application of
international business concepts; and
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incorporation of ancillary resources
that enliven the text and make it
easier to teach. In addition to boxed
material which provides insightful
illustrations in every chapter,
interesting anecdotes have been
carefully weaved into the narrative of
the text to engage the reader.
Enhancements to the Global Edition
include: New Country Focus boxes that
provide background on the political,
economic, social, or cultural aspects
of countries grappling with an
international business issue to help
raise students’ awareness of how
national and geographic differences
affect the conduct of international
business, such as Corruption in the
Philippines and the Export Processing
Zone Authority of Pakistan. New
Management Focus boxes that provide
lively illustrations of the relevance
of chapter material for the practice of
international business, including
Patenting Basmati Rice and Expatriate
Managers. New Perspective boxes that
provide additional context for chapter
topics, such as Market Economy in
China, Australian SMEs Embrace the
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Chinese Currency, and Global Variations
in Ownership Structure.
International Management: Culture,
Strategy, and Behavior
The Challenge of Global Competition
with Map, PowerWeb, and CESIM
Simulation
Business Driven Technology
Vol.4, Nos. 1-2
Global Business
Cybercrime and Business: Strategies for
Global Corporate Security examines the
three most prevalent cybercrimes
afflicting today’s corporate security
professionals: piracy, espionage, and
computer hacking. By demonstrating
how each of these threats evolved
separately and then converged to form an
ultra-dangerous composite threat, the
book discusses the impact the threats
pose and how the very technologies that
created the problem can help solve it.
Cybercrime and Business then offers
viable strategies for how different types
of businesses—from large multinationals
to small start-ups—can respond to these
threats to both minimize their losses and
gain a competitive advantage. The book
concludes by identifying future
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technological threats and how the
models presented in the book can be
applied to handling them. Demonstrates
how to effectively handle corporate cyber
security issues using case studies from a
wide range of companies around the
globe Highlights the regulatory,
economic, cultural, and demographic
trends businesses encounter when facing
security issues Profiles corporate
security issues in major industrialized,
developing, and emerging countries
throughout North America, Europe, Asia,
Latin America, Africa, and the Middle
East
This book addresses a question of
importance for both theory and practice:
Why are joint venture agreements
preferred over other types of agreements
such as concession agreements, service
contracts, and production sharing
agreements in the Qatari gas industry?
On a theoretical level, the author
analyses this decision-making process by
developing an approach that integrates a
micro-level analysis, more specifically
within international oil companies, with
a macro-level analysis that spring from
the organisational culture of the Qatari
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gas industry. At the micro level, the
author proposes John Dunning’s eclectic
paradigm (as one set of theoretical ideas)
to explaining one element of the decisionmaking process leading to the preference
for joint venture agreements, that is, that
of international oil companies. At the
macro-level, the author proposes Antony
Giddens’ structuration theory (as another
set of theoretical ideas) to explaining
another part of this decision-making
process, that is, how it is being shaped by
the organisational culture of the Qatari
gas industry. On an empirical level, the
proposed book applies a combination of a
micro-economic approach such as
Dunning’s eclectic paradigm with a
macro-sociological approach such as
Giddens’ structuration theory by
empirical investigation. Grounded on a
qualitative strategy that focuses on the
meaning-making which brings together
different perspectives of this decisionmaking process including those of
international oil companies and the
organisational culture of the Qatari gas
industry, the proposed book utilises a
case study design, named the case of the
Qatari gas industry. The author employs
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a triangulation of data collection
techniques to access empirical data:
analysing official documents and semistructured interviews (a sample of the
interview questions are included in an
appendix to the proposed books). In line
with the qualitative nature of this
proposed book, a thematic Analysis is
adopted to interpret data based on
Dunning’s eclectic paradigm at the micro
level and Giddens’ structuration theory
at the macro level. In doing so, this book
connects theory with practice by
investigating the preference for joint
venture agreements in the case of the
Qatari industry by the combined
application of one of the most effective
frameworks for explaining foreign direct
investment, named Dunning’s eclectic
paradigm along with the most complex
sociological framework that offers a rich
definition of organisational culture,
named Giddens’ structuration theory.
Audience could include academics,
professionals, and graduate and senior
undergraduate students.
Charles Hill’s Global Business Today, 4e
(GBT) has become an established text in
the International Business market for its
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excellent but concise coverage of the key
global issues including the cultural
context for global business, cross-border
trade and investment, the global
monetary system and competition in the
global environment. GBT’s concise
chapters give a general introduction to
international business - emphasizing the
environmental factors, with less coverage
of operations. Charles Hill is renowned
for his attention to research trends and
that is evident in Global Business Today,
4e through a variety of real world
examples and cases from small, medium,
and large companies throughout the
world
This book demonstrates how the theories
and insights of anthropology have
positively influenced the conduct of
global business and commerce, providing
a foundation for understanding the
impact of culture on global business, and
global business on culture.
International Business
Competing in the Global Marketplace
Transcending Borders and Cultures
Managing for Corporate Value Creation
A Theoretical and an Empirical Analysis
Traditionally, international business (IB) texts
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survey the field from a U.S. perspective, going
on to compare the U.S. to the rest of the
business world. This text addresses IB from a
purely multinational perspective. International
Business is examined from the U.S. angle,
going on to address IB issues from other
countries' perspectives, what we call the
“Reverse Perspective”. In accomplishing the
U.S. and the Reverse Perspective approaches,
the authors interview business executives and
politicians from a number of countries, i.e. the
U.S., Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Colombia,
Argentina, India, Hong Kong, Taiwan, China,
Japan, South Korea, Germany, Italy, Russia,
etc. The interviews are incorporated at
appropriate points in the text as first-hand
information providing a multinational flavor to
IB from each country's representatives. Cases
include: Air Arabia, Gap, Diebold Inc,
Matsushita, AMSUPP, NIKE, China Eastern
Airlines, Luton & Dunstable Hospital, Harley
Davidson, Cassis de Dijon, Green investments
in Belize, Chicago Food and Beverage Company,
Advanced Software Analytics * Covers
international business issues from a
multinational perspective. A focus on different
groups of countries, i.e. developed, newly
developed, developing, EU. * Unique structure
with multinational issues covered in the first
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four parts. Then specific countries of the world
presented in the fifth part where
multinational/IB issues from the first four parts
become especially meaningful. * Each chapter
features the Reverse Perspective Case that
provides material for discussion and/or case
analysis from a global perspective not
necessarily that of the U.S * Website to support
the text and lecturer
• Binder Ready Loose-Leaf Text
(0077437608) - This full featured text is
provided as an option to the price sensitive
student. It is a full 4 color text that’s three
whole punched and made available at a discount
to students. Also available in a package with
Connect Plus (0077437527).
Aiming to increase understanding of global
business issues, this text fosters a global
business mindset for managers of small,
medium and large companies. It approaches
international business from a Southern African
and global perspective, exploring Southern
Africa's place in the global village.
This book provides students of marketing with
everything they need to understand and
prepare a comprehensive marketing plan.
Written in Dr. Wong's vivid and interesting
style, and furnished with examples for new
products and services, this book helps students
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to demystify the ingredients of an approved
marketing plan. Advance Praise for Approved
Marketing Plans for New Products and Services
Dr. Ken Wong's latest work exemplifies the
unassuming and straightforward style he is so
famous for. Ken has obviously worked very
hard to make things easy for the reader. The
work is a step-by-step, logical, detailed and
multi-faceted approach to writing the allimportant Marketing plan. Maurice Williams,
PMC, Former Chief Marketing Officer,
SingPost, Singapore This book helps people to
prepare the blueprint of a marketing plan. I
learnt a lot from this book and this is a must
read for anyone who wants to successfully plan
for marketing their products or services.
Thanks Professor Ken Wong for bringing out
such an excellent textbook. Rajen Kumar Shah,
Chartered Accountant, DISA, Aditya Birla
Group, India
International Human Resource Management
Marketing and Globalization
The Cultural Dimension of Global Business
(1-download)
A Global Perspective
Project Management
The revised edition of Business Environment presents a
thorough overhaul, updated with the latest information and
developments. Having ten new chapters, including comparative
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study of business environments in India, China, SAARC and
European Countr
In today’s increasingly interconnected and global society, the
protection of basic liberties is an important consideration in
public policy and international relations. Profitable social
interactions can begin only when a foundation of trust has been
laid between two parties. Human Rights and Ethics: Concepts,
Methodologies, Tools, and Applications considers some of the
most important issues in the ethics of human interaction,
whether in business, politics, or science and technology.
Covering issues such as cybercrime, bioethics, medical care, and
corporate leadership, this four-volume reference work will
serve as a crucial resource for leaders, innovators, educators,
and other personnel living and working in the modern world.
International Business: The Challenge of Global Competition,
8e, continues to be the textbook of choice for instructors who
want comprehensive coverage. It is the textbook of choice for
adopters who like to cover a broad range of topics and to show
students the steps a business must take to go global.
International Business, 8e, describes international business
concepts in a pedagogically rich and straightforward style. In
response to reviewer feedback, a new, clearer design and
expanded web site can be found with the 8th edition..
Market-defining since it was first introduced, International
Business 8e by Charles W. L. Hill, continues to set the standard
for international business textbooks. In writing the book,
Charles Hill draws on his experience in teaching, writing, and
global consulting to create the most thorough, up-to-date, and
thought-provoking text on the market. Because many issues in
international business are complex, the text explores the pros
and cons of economic theories, government policies, business
strategies, organizational structures, etc. Hill’s: International
Business is known for its strong emphasis on strategy, and for
maintaining a tight integrated flow between chapters. Hill’s
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book is practical in nature, focusing on the managerial
implications of each topic on the actual practice of international
business. The author’s passion and enthusiasm for the
international business arena is apparent on every page as he
strives to make important theories interesting, informative, and
accessible to all students.
Managing the 4Ps in Cross-Cultural Contexts
International Journal of Economics and Business Studies
Strategies for Global Corporate Security
Handbook of Research on Teaching Ethics in Business and
Management Education
Business Information Sources

Charles Hill's Global Business Today, 8e
has become the most widely used text in
the International Business market because
its: Current–it is comprehensive and up-todate. Application Rich–it goes beyond an
uncritical presentation and shallow
explanation of the body of knowledge.
Relevant–it focuses on managerial
implications. Integrated–it maintains a
tight, integrated flow between chapters,
and incorporates ancillary resources that
enliven the text and making it easier to
teach. Our research has shown that
students and instructors alike enjoy the
interesting, informative, and accessible
writing style of GBT – so much so that the
writing has become Charles Hill's
trademark. The author's passion and
enthusiasm for the international business
arena is apparent on every page. In
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addition to boxed material which provides
deep illustrations in every chapter, Hill
carefully weaves interesting anecdotes
into the narrative of the text to engage
the reader.
International BusinessCompeting in the
Global MarketplaceIrwin/McGraw-Hill
Many western companies went East and
started subsidiaries also in China to use
large costs reduction potentials and to
get new market shares at potential 1.3
billion customers. This hype was justified
with the resulting success of the
companies and the raise of China to the
world's biggest economy. Starting new
business in China is not only related with
success and increasing profit, because
before being successful, a functional
factory has to be set up. This includes
the setup of a suitable and efficient
Quality Management System (QMS) and the
according Knowledge transfer. This sounds
easy, but not all of the enthusiastic
firms made it through the built-up phase.
This Study researches the theoretical
background of Chinese business
environment, according to the High Level
Structure needs of the ISO 9001, and then
compares the culture and also investigates
the individual network system. This
theoretical analysis is then merged with
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the quantitative and qualitative results
of an expert survey, of German experts of
companies with comparable industrial
products and QMS. The result is that the
cultural differences are big enough to be
considered, when making the strategy plan.
Especially hierarchical and group social
differences make it necessary that the
right people have to be prepared to be
send to the subsidiary for a certain
period. For the Quality topics, the focus
should be on the freedom for process
adjustments, content of inspection plans,
audit strategies, supplier management and
failure analysis. Here has to be created
and trained a more sensitivity not only to
push colleagues or suppliers, but also to
develop them. Cost pressure makes it
necessary to produce also more complex
products in China, why the suppliers also
have to be fit for this new challenge. In
the end it can be said that the successful
startup mainly depends on the right
people, placed in higher hierarchical
positions, who train the new colleagues on
site continuously and with great patience.
The aim of this book is to offer up-todate insights into the challenges for
international firms represented by
managing their marketing mix in “distant”
countries, especially considering the role
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played by cultural distance. Building on
the famous McCarthy’s “4Ps,” and on the
concept of “cultural distance,” the book
outlines some key challenges and
opportunities for firms that manage
international marketing policies about
“product,” “price,” “place,” and
“promotion” in culturally distant markets.
At the same time, the book looks at extant
conceptualizations and approaches
considering the evolving environmental
forces, which are contributing to further
challenges for firms that are confronted
with changing economic and social
scenarios. Indeed, markets and societies
are increasingly affected by
multiculturalism, and new patterns in
consumers’ behaviors have emerged due to
the proliferation of digital technologies
and, more recently, due to several market
disruptions such as the COVID-19 pandemic.
How do firms manage culturally distant and
increasingly evolving cultural
environments is a relevant topic worthy of
discussion from both a theoretical
perspective and a practice-based approach,
through the analysis of real-world case
studies. Researchers of cross-cultural
marketing and practitioners intending to
get acquainted with the latest research on
the topic would particularly benefit from
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this book.
Loose-leaf: International Business with
ConnectPlus
Environments and Strategies
Environments and Strategies : Managing for
Global Competitive Advantage
Human Rights and Ethics: Concepts,
Methodologies, Tools, and Applications

Baye's Managerial Economics and
Business Strategy is one of the bestselling managerial economics textbooks.
It is the first textbook to blend tools
from intermediate microeconomics,
game theory, and industrial organization
for a managerial economics text. Baye is
known for its balanced coverage of
traditional and modern topics, and the
fourth edition continues to offer the
diverse managerial economics
marketplace a flexible and up-to-date
textbook. Baye offers coverage of
frontier research in his new chapter on
advanced topics. The Fourth Edition also
offers completely new problem material,
data, and much more.
In this latest edition of Sales Force
Management, Mark Johnston and Greg
Marshall continue to build on the
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tradition of excellence established by
Churchill, Ford, and Walker, increasing
the book’s reputation globally as the
leading textbook in the field. The
authors have strengthened the focus on
managing the modern tools of selling,
such as customer relationship
management (CRM), social media and
technology-enabled selling, and sales
analytics. It’s a contemporary classic,
fully updated for modern sales
management practice. Pedagogical
features include: Engaging breakout
questions designed to spark lively
discussion Leadership challenge
assignments and mini-cases to help
students understand and apply the
principles they have learned in the
classroom Leadership, Innovation, and
Technology boxes that simulate realworld challenges faced by salespeople
and their managers New Ethical Moment
boxes in each chapter put students on
the firing line of making ethical choices
in sales Role Plays that enable students
to learn by doing A selection of
comprehensive sales management cases
on the companion website A companion
website features an instructor’s manual,
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PowerPoints, and other tools to provide
additional support for students and
instructors.
"'International Business' addresses the
strategic, structural and functional
implications of international business in
firms around the world."--Source
inconnue.
The practical e-guide that gives you the
skills to succeed as a project manager.
Discover how to improve your project
management skills by defining a project
brief, identifying stakeholders, and
building a strong team. You'll also learn
useful tips for initiating projects, setting
deadlines, and managing your budgets.
Essential Managers gives you a practical
"how-to" approach with step-by-step
instructions, tips, checklists, and "ask
yourself" features showing you how to
focus your energy, manage change, and
make an impact. DK's Essential
Managers series contains the knowledge
you need to be a more effective manager
and hone your management style.
Whether you're new to project
management or simply looking to
sharpen your existing skills, this is the eguide for you.
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Handbook of Research on Business
Ethics and Corporate Responsibilities
CRM in Action
International Financial Management
Joint Venture Agreements in the Qatari
Gas Industry
Opportunities and Challenges at the
Setup of a Quality Management System
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